Abstract A single-period, uncertain demand inventory model is analyzed under the assumption that the quantity ordered (produced) is a random variable. We first conduct a comprehensive analysis of the well known single period production/inventory model with random yield. Then, we extend some of the results existing in literature: our main contribution is to show that earlier results are only valid for a certain range of system parameters. Under the hypothesis that demand and the error in the quantity received from supplier are uniformly distributed, closed-form analytical solutions are obtained for all values of parameters. An analysis under normally distributed demand and error is also provided. The paper ends with an analysis of the benefit achieved by eliminating errors.
Introduction
The classical one-period inventory problem has played an important role for many years in both the theory and applications of inventory control (Silver, Pyke and Peterson (1998) and Khouja (1999) ). One of the underlying assumptions in the formulation of the Newsvendor model is that the quantity available to satisfy demand matches the quantity requisitioned from supplier. In the context of inventory systems, the difference between these two quantities stems either from unreliabilities of the supply system or from internal inefficiencies such as misplaced items, perishment or internal theft. A supply system is said to be reliable when the quantity of goods effectively delivered by supplier corresponds exactly to the ordered quantity. The unreliability of the supply system may stem from: i) Delivery errors or supplier hal-00393874, version 1 -13 Jul 2009 Author manuscript, published in "N/P" frauds defined as losses happening when suppliers deliver fewer goods than ordered; and ii) Theft during transportation between the vendor and the buyer. For a detailed analysis of potential sources of errors, the reader is referred to Sahin (2004) . In production systems, uncertainty in production yield is also a common phenomenon observed in many processes such as electronic fabrication and assembly, and discrete parts manufacturing processes.
The literature in the area of random yield is sparse. The earliest model of a random supply inventory model with random demand was developed by Karlin (1958) . This is followed by Shih (1980) , Noori and Keller (1986) , and Lee and Yano (1988) , among many others. Karlin (1958) assumed that the only decision available is whether to order, and that if an order is placed, a random quantity is delivered. He shows that if the inventory holding and shortage cost functions are convex increasing in their respective argument, then there is a single critical initial on-hand inventory below which an order should be placed, otherwise it is optimal not to order. Shih (1980) assumes that inventory holding and shortage costs are linear and that the distribution of the fraction defective is invariant with the production level. He shows that the optimal production/order quantity can be found using a variant of the Newsvendor model. For the problem considered by Shih (1980) , Noori and Keller (1986) provide closed form solutions for the optimal order quantity for uniform and exponential demand distributions and for various distributions of the quantity received. Gerchak, Parlar and Vickson (1986) obtain the same result for the profit maximization objective. They assume continuous demand and yield and they consider a model with initial stock. They show that there is a critical level of initial stock above which no order will be placed, and this level is the same as the certain yield case. They show that when initial stock is below that critical level, the expected yield corresponding to the amount ordered will in general not be simply equal to difference. Ehrhardt and Taube (1987) show that when the replenishment quantity is a random fraction of the amount ordered, an optimal single-period ordering policy can be found with a simple generalization of the traditional Newsvendor result. They also show that a simple scaling-up heuristic is an effective approximation to optimal performance. The heuristic computes an order size by starting with the order size that would be optimal with deterministic replenishment, and dividing it by the expected value of the replenishment yield fraction. They propose analytic results for the case of uniformly distributed demand. A significant theoretical contribution was made by Henig and Gerchak (1990) , who discuss single and multi-period models with more general assumptions about the random replenishment distribution and the cost structure. They prove that for a single-period model there exists an optimal order point that is independent of replenishment randomness. For an extensive literature on many other variants of the lot sizing problem with random yields, the reader is referred to Yano and Lee (1995) .
In a recent paper, Inderfurth (2004) shows that in contrast to what is stated in literature, the optimal policy in the random yield model can be of a non-linear type for uniformly distributed demand and yield. The analysis provided by the author concerns errors that are such that the standard deviation of the quantity received is proportional to the quantity ordered. This type of errors will be referred to as multiplicative errors in the rest of the paper. Demand and yield are assumed to be uniformly distributed between zero and an upper limit which also restricts the analysis.
Our paper extends the work of Inderfurth (2004) by examining two types of errors: -Additive errors case: the standard deviation of the received quantity is independent of the quantity ordered; -Multiplicative errors case: the standard deviation of the quantity received is proportional to the quantity ordered. In the first case, errors in the received quantity may stem from administrative errors made by the supplier recording for instance a 7 as a 9 in the ordering process. In this case, the variability of errors does not depend on the ordered quantity. In the second case, which is also known as stochastically proportional yield model in the literature, the variability of errors varies with the ordered quantity. Factors such as theft can probably be modeled in this way since the higher is the ordering quantity, the higher will be the variability of the quantity stolen. For a more detailed discussion on the type of errors, the reader is referred to Sahin (2004) .
We show that, depending on values that system parameters take, the optimal quantity to order may not be in the form of a Newsvendor type solution adjusted by the average error rate. We then develop a complete analysis that enables to determine the optimal order quantity in presence of errors for all values of system parameters. Secondly, we evaluate the benefit that would stem from eliminating the uncertainty on the quantity received by comparing the optimal costs associated with a model without errors and a model where errors perturb the quantity effectively received from supplier. We then analyze the model for a normally distributed demand and received quantity and strengthen results given in the first part. Table 1 represents our contributions compared with the work of Inderfurth (2004) .
The paper is organized as follows : in section 1, we describe the basic error free model (Model 0) and the model with errors (Model 1). In section 2, we derive the optimal order quantity when demand is uniformly distributed for both types of errors. The benefit of making the supplier reliable is analyzed in section 3. In section 4, we extend the model for a normally distributed demand. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
Model Description

Notations
The following notations are used:
hal-00393874, version 1 -13 Jul 2009 The optimal order policy The optimal quantity to order and the associated expected optimal cost Table 1 Main contributions -Q 0 : the order quantity in the basic model (Model 0) -Q * 0 : the optimal value of Q 0 -Q 1 : the order quantity in the Random Yield Model (Model 1) -Q * 1 : the optimal value of Q 1 -h: the unit overage cost -u: the unit underage cost * -x: the random variable representing demand -µ x : the expected demand -σ x : the standard deviation of x; -if x is uniform let:
-U x : the upper bound of x which is given by
pdf (cdf) characterizing the demand -φ(Φ): the standard normal pdf (cdf) -Q A : the random variable representing the quantity received -if Q A is uniform let: -U QA : the upper bound of Q A -L QA : the lower bound of Q A -g(Q A ): pdf characterizing Q A -µ QA : the expected quantity received -σ QA : the standard deviation of Q A * without loss of generality, in the rest of the paper, we set h = 1 and use u = k.h where k ∈ [0.5, 10]
Model 0: The basic model without errors
The expected cost function associated with the basic (standard) on-period Newsvendor model with zero initial inventory is given by:
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Which is minimized for Q * 0 such that:
For a uniformly distributed demand, the optimal order quantity would be given by
, and the corresponding expected optimal cost is
For a normally distributed demand, the optimal order quantity is
and the optimal expected cost is
Model 1: The model with errors
Modeling of Errors:
In a general setting, the received quantity Q A can be modeled by:
-Q 1 is the ordered quantity -γ and ξ are random with respectively (µ γ , σ γ ) and (µ ξ , σ ξ ) as parameters µ j being the mean of the random variable j and σ j its standard deviation One may distinguish two particular cases from this general expression:
-The additive case: the received quantity is given by Q A = Q 1 + ξ, as a result we have µ QA = Q 1 + µ ξ . Without loss of generality we will set µ ξ = 0 for the analysis of this model since if µ ξ = 0, we can easily show that the optimal order quantity is simply shifted by the constant value µ ξ . In the additive case we therefore have µ QA = Q 1 and σ QA = σ ξ which is independent of the ordered quantity. -The multiplicative case: the received quantity is given by Q A = γQ 1 , as a result we have µ QA = µ γ Q 1 and σ QA = σ γ Q 1 which is proportional to the ordered quantity.
Note that the analysis pertaining to the cases Q A = µ γ Q 1 + ξ and Q A = γQ 1 + µ ξ can be deduced from our analyses on the additive and the multiplicative cases.
Expected cost function:
To develop the expected total cost associated with the random yield problem, the following observation must be made: the inventory at the end of the period will be one of the two cases: (a) x ≥ Q A and (b) x ≤ Q A . The first case triggers an underage situation while the second generates excessive inventory. The cost incurred will be given by:
The expected total cost function of the system is therefore given by:
The following remarks can be made:
-In contrast to Inderfurth (2004) , this formulation supposes that the supplier will not be paid for undelivered quantities which seems to be a realistic assumption. Note however that the analysis presented in this paper can easily be modified to consider the case where the supplier is paid for the whole ordered quantity. In the last case, it can be shown that the expected profit function becomes C 1 (Q 1 ) + w(Q 1 − E(Q A )) where w is the product unit purchase price. -Note also that, although we assume that Q A is perfectly known, the cost associated with the inspection process is deliberately not part of our model. Estimates of this cost can be found by various studies and are assumed not to vary with the model parameters. Thus, the expected total cost of the model with errors can be deduced by integrating this cost component. -Remark that we assume that there is no initial inventory. If there is an initial inventory, the optimal policy may not be of order-up-to type. However, the case with an initial inventory can be handled by following the methodology developed in this paper. In particular, we will show that in the multiplicative errors case, the ordering quantity is not a linear function of the initial inventory level (cf Appendix 4).
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3 The optimal order decision when demand and errors are uniformly distributed
The additive case
If demand is uniformly distributed, we have
and f (x) = 0 otherwise We develop the analysis pertaining to this case in two steps. We first recall results existing in literature. By following a more thorough approach, we show that these results are not valid for all values of system parameters. This pushes us to conduct a more refined analysis enabling to extend results found in the earlier studies.
Previous results from literature : According to Noori and Keller (1986) , whatever the distribution of Q A is, the optimal quantity to order will be given by:
We note there that the optimal order quantity is independent of the standard deviation of the received quantity σ ξ . This result is somewhat surprising, since an augmentation of σ ξ increases the variability of the quantity received which should affect the optimal order quantity.
Extension of the results:
In Noori and Keller (1986) , it is stated that the result above holds for all values of system parameters. We show in this section that this may not be true.
We consider the case of a uniformly distributed received quantity where
In order to show that the previous result is not verified for all values of system parameters, we consider a deterministic demand which is a particular case of the model above (µ D = D and σ D = 0). We can easily show that the optimal order quantity when demand is deterministic and the received quantity is uncertain is as follows:
We remark that Q * 1 depends on σ ξ , which is not compatible with the result given in (5). In fact, (5) is valid only for specific values of the standard deviation σ ξ of Q A . Indeed, given that x and Q A are bounded, this result is associated with a particular positioning between the distribution of demand and Q A which can be described by configurations of demand and error distributions should be considered to correctly formulate the expected cost. These configurations are presented in Figure 1 .
-Configuration 1: the variability of the received quantity is higher but the distribution of the received quantity is within the distribution of demand:
the variability of the received quantity is such that its distribution exceeds by one side the distribution of demand:
Fig. 1 Positions between distributions of x and QA
In order to express the overall optimal order decision over all possible configurations, we proceed in several steps:
1. We develop the expected total cost pertaining to each configuration 2. We verify the convexity of the total cost function and derive the optimal quantity and cost for each configuration 3. For a given configuration, the expression of the optimal quantity and constraints resulting from the positions of distribution of x and Q A enable to define an interval of σ ξ for which results obtained are valid
Note that from a theoretical point of view, in our analysis, we consider all possible values of σ ξ , including the ones such that σ ξ ≥ σ D . This enables us to identify 3 different intervals of variation of σ ξ , each being associated with one of our configurations.
3.1.1 Configuration 1 This configuration corresponds to the situation where
Result 1 In configuration 1:
For any value of k, the optimal order quantity is Q *
Proof For technical detail consideration cf Appendix 1.1
In contrast to what is stated in Noori and Keller (1986) , the result above is valid only if Q *
for the case k ≤ 1 (a more detailed discussion on this constraint is developed in Result 4). In Configuration 1, we confirm results obtained in Noori and Keller (1986) , and we remark that an increase of σ ξ implies additional overage and underage costs but those costs are compensated by each other. So, the optimal ordering quantity does not depend on the standard deviation of the received quantity. In this configuration, the overage and underage costs are compensated by each other is due to the symmetry of a uniform distribution. We analyzed configuration 2 for a triangular distribution of the received quantity and we showed that the optimal order quantity changes and depends on σ ξ . So the result given in (5) is not valid for any distribution of the received quantity as stated in Noori and Keller (1986) .
Configuration 2
This configuration corresponds to the situation such that U QA ≥ U x and L QA ≥ L x for the case k ≥ 1 and U QA ≤ U x and L x ≥ L QA for the case k ≤ 1.
Result 2 In Configuration 2:
The optimal order quantity is Q *
Proof For technical detail considerations cf Appendix 2.1
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We note there that:
-In contrast to the first configuration, the optimal order quantity depends on the standard deviation of the received quantity σ ξ and this is as expected since an increase of the variability of received quantity implies an increase of both underage and overage costs. So the decision to order more or less than the model 0 depends on the value of the parameter k: for k > 1, the underage penalty is more important than the overage one, we have rather to order more to avoid shortage situation -The optimal order quantity is increasing (decreasing) in σ ξ for k > 1 (k < 1) -Configuration 2 does not exist for the particular case of k = 1 since the optimal order quantity in Configuration 1 for this case is the expected demand µ x 3.1.3 Configuration 3 This configuration corresponds to the situation such that L QA ≤ L x and U x ≤ U QA for the two cases (k ≤ 1 and k ≥ 1).
Result 3 In configuration 3:
Proof For technical detail considerations cf Appendix 3.1 -As in the previous configuration, the optimal order quantity increases (decreases) with the standard deviation of the received quantity for k ≥ 1 (k ≤ 1) -For this configuration, which corresponds to high values of σ ξ , the optimal order quantity does not depend on the standard deviation of demand: for a given σ ξ , an increase of σ x will increase both underage and overage costs but those costs will be compensated by each other. Note that formulas of configuration 3 can be deduced from the ones of configuration 1 by exchanging σ x and σ ξ -Note also that the result we obtained in (6), for deterministic demand which represents a particular case of configuration 3 is compatible with the result we show for this configuration
Result 4 : Summary of results: Based on expressions of optimal quantities obtained for each configuration and the hypothesis on the positions of distributions of demand and the received quantity, we can deduce the following intervals of variation of σ ξ for which previous results hold: Note that:
-For the case k ≤ 1, an assumption on parameters of demand must be made to assure the existence of Configuration 3: this assumption assures that the lower boundary of Q A reaches zero in Configuration 3 (and not in Configuration 2). So, in the case k ≤ 1,
to assure the existence of Configuration 3. Thus the
the maximal value that can take σ ξ (to assure positive value of lower boundary of Q A ) is between 2k k + 1 σ x and k + 1 2k
-The continuity of optimal order quantities and costs at each critical value of σ ξ is also verified. For example in configuration 2 and for k ≥ 1, by setting σ ξ = 2 k + 1 σ x , we retrieve the result of the second configuration Figure 2 represents the variation of the optimal order quantity with σ ξ for µ x = 10, σ x = 3: Remark: if an initial inventory I is taken into account, we show that the results found in this section are slightly modified and the quantity ordered from supplier is given by M ax(0, Q * 1 − I).
The multiplicative case
The received quantity in the multiplicative case is Q A = γQ 1 with µ QA = µ γ Q 1 and σ QA = σ γ Q 1 (cf section 1.3). We have also g(
Previous results from literature : For such case, Noori and Keller (1986) show that:
This result is also found by Gerchak, Parlar and Vickson (1986) (with the assumption that the upper bound of demand is less than the yield one and by setting the initial stock equal to zero). It is also provided in Ehrhardt and Taube (1987) but also under the same condition mentioned above.
Extension of the results:
In order to show that the result in (7) parameters, we analyze the model for a deterministic demand (µ D = D and σ D = 0). We can easily show that the optimal order quantity when received quantity is uncertain is given by:
This result is clearly not compatible with (7) which is only valid for specific values of σ γ . Again, by using the same logic as the additive case (cf Page 8), we have 3 configurations depending on positions of the distributions of demand and errors, and we show that (7) corresponds to the case where the distribution of Q A is included in demand's one. Because of the complexity of formulas that express the optimal cost, those are not provided in this paper but can be found in Rekik (2003) . As in the additive case, based on expressions of optimal quantities and the hypothesis concerning the positions of distributions of x and Q A , we deduce the interval of σ γ for which each result is valid (we consider σ ij as the critical value of σ γ which permits the transit from Conf iguration i to Conf iguration j).
Theorem 1
The optimal order decision pertaining to a situation where γ has (µ γ ,σ γ ) as parameters can be obtained by determining the optimal order decision associated with the normalized case where the parameters of the distribution of γ are given by (1, σ γ µ γ ). The optimal order quantity of the first case is equal the optimal order quantity of the second one divided by µ γ .
Proof Consider a first model with error parameter setting (µ γ ,σ γ ) and an order quantity equal to Q1. Consider also the second model with error parameter setting (1, σ γ µ γ ) and an order quantity equal to Q2. If we assume that Q2 = µ γ Q1 then the two models are equivalent since the distribution of the received quantity is the same in both models.
In order to compare our results with those that exist in literature, we assume that µ γ = 1 in the formulation of our model. We use the same method as the additive case: i) determination of the total cost function; ii) verification of convexity and deduction of the optimal quantity and cost; iii) determination of the interval of σ γ where the result is valid iv) verification of the expressions and the sequence of critical values of σ γ .
Result 5 Expressions of the optimal order quantity for each configuration are as follows:
Where critical values σ ij are given by:
Proof The logic used is the same as the additive case, technical detail considerations are not presented in this paper but they can be found in Rekik (2003) Note that for the case k ≤ L x + 2U x 2L x + U x and again like the additive case, an assumption on k, σ x and µ x must be made to assure the existence of Configuration 3 and to assure that the lower boundary of Q A reaches zero in Configuration 3 (and not in Configuration 2). So CV x = σ x µ x must satisfy
to assure the existence of Configuration 3, otherwise the maximum value that can take σ γ is between σ 23 and σ 34 . We notice here that all results in the literature except the one of Inderfurth (2004) consider only Configuration 1. The analysis of Inderfurth (2004) is a particular case of our analysis with the assumption that L x = L γ = 0.
With such an assumption, Configuration 3 does not exist and Configuration 2 is only valid for the case k ≥ 2. For such case we can easily verify the result provided by the author Q *
Below (see Figure 3) we present the variation of the optimal order quantity with σ γ for a demand with parameters µ x = 10 and σ x = 3 and for µ γ = 1: • As the additive case, the effect of k on the optimal order quantity is as expected intuitively • The optimal order quantity is inversely proportional to µ γ and this is intuitively expected: if the supplier delivers less than the company orders, it must order a larger amount • In order to avoid negative value of received quantity, µ γ and σ γ must satisfy µ γ − √ 3σ γ ≥ 0, this is why σ γ max = µ γ √ 3 • In some situations where k is small such as the case k = 0.7 presented in Figure 3 , Configuration 3 does not exist because the lower boundary of Q A reaches zero in Configuration 2 • The effect of σ γ : like the additive case, the variation of optimal order quantity with σ γ , depends on value taken by the parameter k:
underage situation is more penalizing in term of costs: an increase of σ γ will increase the probability of falling in the underage case, so increasing the order quantity will help the decrease of this probability. But from a certain value of σ γ , the increase of the optimal order quantity will generate more important costs stemming from the increase of the variability of the received quantity since its boundaries are proportional to the order quantity, then, from this value of σ γ , we have rather to order less to diminish the variability of Q A , so Q * 1 decreases. As a consequence, in the case k >
we have two phenomena linked to the increase of σ γ which interfere: i) if σ γ increases, the probability to fall in a underage situation gets higher, increasing order quantity will decrease the probability of such situation. ii) If σ γ increases, the field of variation of received quantity is higher and so its variability which is equal to σ γ Q 1 is bigger and as a consequence total cost function gets bigger. Decreasing order quantity is a way to reduce costs since the boundaries of the distribution of Q A depends on the order quantity Q 1 .
overage costs are less important than underage
ones. An increase of σ γ will increase both underage and overage costs, so decreasing the order quantity will be the best solution to decrease the total expected cost function by decreasing the variability of the received quantity.
Remark: if an initial inventory I is taken into account, we observe that the ordering quantity is not a linear function of I (cf Appendix 4).
The benefit of making the supplier reliable
It would be worthwhile to know the benefit of making supplier 100 % reliable as a function of system parameters. This is achieved by using the ratio:
The additive case
We consider in this section, the benefit of making the supplier reliable in the additive case.
Result 6 Expressions of R for the different intervals of variation of σ ξ will be given by:
For our numerical example (k = 5, µ x = 10, σ x = 3 and σ QA = σ ξ = 4) we have to order Q * 1 = 15.19 with an optimal cost C 1 (Q * 1 ) = 7.50. If the supplier were 100 % reliable, the optimal order quantity would be the Newsvendor solution Q * 0 = 13.46 and the associated cost C 0 (Q * 0 ) = 4.33. So, the benefit hal-00393874, version 1 -13 Jul 2009
we get if the supplier is 100% reliable represents 42% of the cost of the situation with unreliable supplier. Figure 4 and 5 present the variation of R with σ ξ for 2 different values of σ x for k = 0.7 and k = 10 respectively. As expected R is increasing with σ ξ , the higher the error made by supplier is, the more important the benefits of making it 100 % reliable is. Note also, by comparing the two figures, that the benefits we get by making the supplier reliable is increasing with k and this is also expected: if k is high, the trade-off between underage and overage costs is more sensitive to supplier's errors. As we can remark, the benefits we make by making our supplier reliable is less important when the variability of demand is more important.
The multiplicative case
We consider in this section, the benefit of making the supplier reliable in the multiplicative case by analyzing the ratio R. Again, as in the additive errors case, the ratio R is defined in each configuration and the continuity is checked for each critical level of σ γ . Because of complexity, expressions of R are not provided but they can be found in Rekik (2003) . We analyze graphically the variation of R with model's parameters. Figure 6 and 7 present the variation of R with σ γ with σ x for k = 0.7 and k = 10 respectively. As in the additive case, R is increasing with σ γ : the higher the error made by supplier is, the more important the benefit of making it 100 % reliable is. Note also that R decreases with σ x .
5 The optimal order decision when demand and errors are normally distributed
In this section, we consider the case of a normally distributed x and Q A . Our results confirm the findings we obtained in section 3 for the optimal order quantity and section 4 for the benefits we can get by making the supplier 100% reliable. Again, we consider the additive and the multiplicative cases.
The additive case
For the additive error case, a closed form analytical solution for the optimal order quantity can be determined under normally distributed demand and errors. In fact, Equation 3 for additive errors will be given by:
which can be rewritten as:
We can define an equivalent aggregated demand x eq = x − ξ which is normally distributed with parameters µ xeq = µ x and σ xeq = σ 2 x + σ 2 ξ . It then appears that the original Newsvendor model with additive errors is simply equivalent to a classical Newsvendor with this equivalent aggregated demand. As a result, the optimal order quantity is given by:
And the optimal expected cost is:
Based on the above expression, we obtain the following numerical results for varying values of system parameters (with µ x = 10 and σ x = 3).
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Note that results we obtained in the case with uniform distributions of x and Q A are still valid: As in the case of uniformly distributed demand and received quantity, we analyze the benefits we can get by making the supplier 100% reliable by studying the ratio R we defined in (9). Variation of R with σ ξ is presented in Figure ( 9) for k = 10 and k = 0.7. Figure (10 ) presents the variation of R with σ ξ with σ x for k = 3. Note that we have the same variations as the case with uniform distributions of demand and received quantity. Remark: The equivalence between the original model and the aggregated demand model actually holds for generally distributed demand and additive errors as already noticed in Kök and Shang (2004) . In particular, when demand and (additive) errors are uniformly distributed, one can also proceed to the aggregation of distributions to obtain an equivalent demand that follows a triangular distribution. We deliberately did not follow this approach and considered the individual distributions of demand and errors in Section 3.1 in order to develop a generic methodology that is valid for both additive and multiplicative errors. Note however that following the equivalent demand approach would led to a totally similar analysis as the one presented in Section 3.1.
The multiplicative case
A numerical study is performed to optimize the model. Table (7) illustrates the impact of the different parameters on the optimal order quantity for µ x = 10 and σ x = 3: Table 3 The optimal order quantity for normal distributions of demand and received quantity -multiplicative case (µγ = 1)
Again, all the results we obtained in Sections 2.2 and 3.2 are valid:
-The optimal order quantity increases with k -For k ≤ 1, an increase of σ γ produces an increase of Q * 1 (cf Figure 11 ) -For k > 1, as in the case of uniform distributions, there are two phenomena which interfere: for small values of σ γ the first phenomenon pushes to increase the order quantity. If σ γ gets higher, the second phenomenon is prevailing and pushes to decrease the field of variation of the received quantity Q A by decreasing the order quantity since the variability of Q A is proportional to this quantity (cf Figure 11 ) -The variation of R with σ γ , k and σ x is also expected and is similar to the case with uniform distributions of demand and received quantity (cf Figures 12 and 13 ). In this study, we consider a single stage inventory system with random yield stemming from supplier delivering incorrect ordering quantities. When demand and yield distributions are assumed to be uniform, we show that the earlier results existing in literature are not complete. In other words, we found that previous investigations developed in this area are valid for only a certain range of system parameters. This result motivates us to extend earlier found results and to propose an exhaustive inventory policy. For this purpose, we identify the different cases (or configurations) to consider, depending on values that parameters take. We express each of these cases as being an interval of variation of the standard deviation of the received quantity and determine the optimal order decision pertaining to each individual interval. The overall policy (for all possible values of system parameters) is then obtained by juxtaposing the individual optimal policies. This enables us to evaluate the penalty that would stem from using the optimal cost function that is provided in the literature, in comparison with the true optimal cost developed in our analysis.
Our results also show that the random yield issue can lead to significant losses for companies, especially when parameters pertaining to errors are important. In order to quantify this loss, we compare the optimal cost associated with the model without errors to the optimal cost associated with the model with errors. Furthermore, we strengthen our results by analyzing the case of normally distributed demand and errors. In configuration 1 we have three cost functions depending on the value of the received quantity compared with demand's one. We have:
The total cost function is written as the following:
The convexity of C 1 (Q 1 ) is clear. Setting
∂C1(Q1) ∂Q1
= 0 and solving, we get Q *
k+1 with an optimal cost function equal to:
The result presented above is valid till:
k+1 and solving the last inequality, we get σ ξ ≤ 2 k+1 σ x . So, configuration 1 is defined for σ ξ ∈ [0,
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Appendix 2: Technical details for configuration 2 Appendix 2.1: For k ≥ 1 we have:
The second derivation of
which is all the time positive since L QA < U x , so the convexity of C 1 (Q 1 ).
Setting
∂C1(Q1) ∂Q1
= 0 and solving we get Q *
where: Q * 0 = µ x + σ x √ 3 By doing the same for the case k ≤ 1 we get:
with an optimal cost function C 1 (Q *
Appendix 2.2: The result obtained above is valid till:
2 σ x and this inequality is verified since k ≥ 1 2. If k ≤ 1: by doing the same as the previous case we have We have:
We can easily show that C 1 (Q 1 ) is convex, and by setting
With an optimal cost function equal to:
The result obtained above is valid till:
For k ≥ 1, it is easy to verify that
is positive. 
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Appendix 4: Extension to the case with initial inventory In this Appendix, we consider the case of multiplicative errors with an initial inventory I. By following the methodology developed in this paper (cf Page 8), we extend our model and derive the optimal policy for each configuration. If an initial inventory is taken into account, we show that that the ordering quantity in all configurations, except configuration 1, is a non linear function of the initial inventory. The following result summarizes the overall optimal policy:
Result 7 For a given vector (µ x , σ x , k, I), we distinguish two cases: Case A where L QA ≤ L x in the second configuration, i.e. k ≤ Lx+2Ux−3I 2Lx+Ux−3I and Case B where U QA ≥ U x in the second configuration i.e. k ≥ Lx+2Ux−3I 2Lx+Ux−3I . Depending on system parameters, in both cases, 1 ,2 or 3 of the configurations presented in Page 8 may be observed. The expression of the optimal quantity to order for each configuration as well as the critical values of σ ij can be determined by using the three steps approach described in Page 8:
Conf.
Interval of σγ Q For each critical value σ ij expressed in the table above, a condition on I should be satisfied to assure σ ij ∈ R + and as a consequence, Configuration j exists. This condition is expressed in the form of an interval of variation of I, as represented in the table below: Remarks:
-By setting I = 0 we find the results pertaining to the multiplicative errors case which are developed in this paper -For Case A, an additional condition on model parameters should be made to ensure that the lower boundary of the received quantity reaches zero in Configuration 3 and as a consequence to ensure that Configuration 3 exists. This condition is as follows: 2 − 
